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Care Home
Digital Activity Table

The Digital
Rainbow

Enhancing Person-Centred Care And Wellbeing
Developing skills and friendships through connected technology is the modern environment we live in. This makes it easy
for care homes to offer residents person centred care, offering them more control, more independence and helping them feel
less isolated.
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With a rise in awareness of the loneliness
and isolation residents can feel during
their time in care homes, organisations
are tackling this issue by finding new
ways to keep residents engaged. The
table offers an effective solution to this
problem, with an intuitive touchscreen
device that can be used by multiple users
at once. The table comes with toughened
and durable safety glass which can be
wiped-clean. With a robust steel structure
and sleek oak wooden finish, the table is
designed to withstand intense daily use.
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Many of us worry that our relatives
will become increasingly isolated and
immobile in old age. This unique table
offers complete interconnectivity for
added stimulation and social interaction.
For true interactive technology to work it
has to be simple and fun. With no cables
and sturdy wheels this table can be
shared within a care home environment
enabling all residents to benefit from this
fantastic technology.
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Feel Engaged And Mentally Active
Keeping the elderly mentally active is essential in
old age and this table delivers a wealth of activities
alongside fun to be enjoyed in all environment’s,
private or at a care home. The possibilities are
endless with Apps available for a huge range of
topics from brain training, jigsaws to number games,
thus providing positive stimulation for the brain and
helping to maintain focus. Perhaps most importantly,
for those less ambulant, all of this is accessible from
the comfort of an armchair.

Ideal For Your Activities Team
The table brings a wealth of new group activities and learning apps enabling your activities team to expand their learning and
support programmes. The large library of android apps available cover:

Brain Training & Memory Apps
Games and Puzzles
Sensory & Dementia Apps
Colouring Drawing & Painting
Playing cards
Care Home & Dementia solutions
Quizzes & Trivia
Music and Sing Along
Watching films & TV Shows
Amazon Prime & NetFlix
Skype - Video call family & friends
Group Activities
Exercise and Dancing
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Powered by an internal rechargeable battery pack lasting 8 hours on one charge, the table has a built-in Android operating
system, enabling access to a rich library of software. The touchscreen and gesture control delivers an intuitive, friendly interface,
allowing novices in technology to interact directly with what’s happening on screen. Alongside all this fun activity the table can
also be used for administration and staff training.
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With 10 simultaneous touches supported, allowing more than one person to play and engage together. You can write on the
screen using either their using your finger, or a touch pen. It is very simple to use.

As most family’s now use phones and tablets to play games and share family information, this is an ideal companion for an
elderly relative. Our 40 inch Interactive touch table is the only solution in the world with a built in battery, so it can be easily
moved to different rooms. With several adjustable features to tilt the screen, it can be used vertically and raised in height for
comfort by simply pressing a button. With a big 40” screen it is vibrant and easy to see assisting all levels of eye sight.

Call today for a FREE

On Site Trial
Before it is safe for us to visit your home, we can offer you an onsite trial.
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Having trailed this during the Covid-19 outbreak it has proved to be a very popular way of
evaluating the table whilst keeping safe. And most importantly, allowing the residents to
enjoy the fun our digital table can offer to enhance their daily activities. We offer 90 minute
slots either morning or afternoon.
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The table is delivered safely cleaned for a self demonstration trial, with no need for any of
our staff to enter your premises. The table is preloaded with 99 fun apps to play with from
sensory apps and puzzles to ten pin bowling!
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It will be completely disinfected, sanitised and cleaned before arrival, so you can assured
that we are acting responsibly and professionally. We can also call in via video link to answer
questions live.

07949 391700
email via our website

www.thegoldenrainbow.co.uk
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